
Jasper Wolf N.S.C.- Cinematographer 

Jasper was born in Amsterdam and started shooting lots of Super 8 film from an early 
age. He studied theatre and film at university for one year, went to Film school in 
Brussels where he left to attent the camera department of the Dutch Film Academy. 
Jasper’s cinematography has often been described as sensitive, affective and 
hypnotising, characterised by an imaginative cinematic approach and his own visual 
identity. He is very passionate about the creative and emerging collaborations with the 
directors he works with and he enjoys the energy of the actors as well.  

Some of his internationally acclaimed features are: 

Monos, Sundance World Competition and Berlinale Panorama 2019 directed by Alejandro 
Landes and starring Julianne Nicholson and Moises Arias.  

In postproduction: 
Instinct, feature debut from Halina Reijn starring Carice Van Houten and Marwan Kenzari  
Paradise Drifters, Jasper established his cooperation with Cannes residential director 
Mees Peijnenburg. 

Completed films: 
Code Blue, directed by Urszula Antoniak which premiered in Cannes Director’s Fortnight, 
Winner Golden Calf for Best Cinematography NFF.  
Atlantic., from director Jan-Willem Van Ewijk, premiered at TIFF, won Golden Calf Best 
Cinematography NFF nomination and toured many festivals. 
The Deflowering of Eva van End, TIFF, Karlovy Vary, from director Michiel ten Horn 
(Variety top 10 Directors to watch), and their second feature film The Peter Pan Man 
Winner Golden Calf Best Film, NFF.  
Jasper’s cinematography for Life in one Day was nominated for the Golden Frog at 
Camera Image. 

Press: 

Code Blue The jury was left behind moved and speechless after being submerged in the visual 
experience of this film, which sharply reveals the psychology of the characters, and appeals to 
underbelly feelings difficult to express in words.The Golden Calf for Best Camera goes to Jasper 
Wolf. ’Code Blue' Jury - Golden Calf Award Dutch Film Festival 

Code Blue Lenser Jasper Wolf’s striking images are either fastidiously lit or awash in darkness, 
reinforcing the emptiness in Marian’s world with a pale, monochromatic color scheme and 
minimalist decor. ‘Code Blue' Jay Weissberg - Variety 

Atlantic. Gorgeously photographed by cinematographer Jasper Wolf, the film provides a real 
sense of space and being lost in the great wide open. A you-are-there sensation that very few 
films set on vast expanses of water can rival. ‘Atlantic.' Boyd van Hoeij - Hollywood Reporter 

Atlantic. Brief plot descriptions are often deceptive, which is why categorising ‘Atlantic.' fails to 
capture the sensitivity and lyricism that sophomore helmer Jan-Willem van Ewijk and d.p. Jasper 
Wolf bring to this engaging, generally restrained pic. Beautifully shot on the Moroccan coast. 
‘Atlantic.' Jay Weissberg - Variety 




